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ABSTRACT

In order to reduce sulfur oxides discharge,
Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) is building a wet
Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD) facility at
Rutenberg B power station.

The primary objective of IEC is to minimize the
occurrence of stack liquid discharge and avoid the
discharge of large droplets, in order to prevent acid
rain around the stack. Liquid discharge from the
stack is the integrated outcome of two-phase
processes, which are discussed in this work.

In order to estimate droplets discharge the
present investigation employs analytical models,
empirical tests, and numerical calculations of
two-phase phenomena. The two-phase phenomena
are coupled and therefore cannot be investigated
separately.

The present work concerns the application of
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) as an
engineering complementary tool in the IEC
investigation.

INTRODUCTION

Discharge of sulfur oxides from thermal power
plants is a major cause of air pollution and acid
rain. In order to reduce sulfur oxides discharge,
IEC is building FGD facility at Rutenberg B power
station, near Ashkelon.

IEC chose an FGD facility based on the wet
limestone forced oxidation process, which is the
more modern FGD process [1]. Absorptive
separation of sulfur oxides from the flue gas is
achieved by chemical reaction in the framework of
this process. The chemical reaction between sulfur
oxides and aqueous calcium solutions from
limestone absorbs most of the sulfur oxides as
gypsum. The aqueous solution is sprayed against
the flue gases in order to obtain a large surface area
for the chemical reaction.

Beside the sulfur oxides absorption, the sprayed
aqueous solution droplets evaporate into the flue
gas. The evaporation extracts heat from the flue
gas, therefore the latter comes out of the FGD
absorber relatively cold (55 °C) and relatively
humid (10 w%). Under these conditions, the flue
gas almost reaches its dew point. A slight decrease
in flue gas temperature due to the elevation along
the stack would cause condensation around
condensation sites and over the cold stack liner

(Fig 1). The combination of water and residual
sulfur oxides forms a sulfuric acid.

The first stage of IEC investigation deals with
the atmospheric distribution in order to estimate
droplets size limit for discharge. The outcome of
the first stage enables IEC to specify criteria for
droplets discharge from the mist eliminators and
goals for liquid discharge from the stack.

The second stage of IEC study concentrates on
the two-phase flow and associated phenomena
inside the stack. This investigation runs from the
liquid formation through liquid layer formation by
condensation and deposition, via droplets shear
and drift to liquid discharge from the stack.

Fluent software was used for the CFD study.
The CFD study helps to back up experimental
study, extrapolate experimental model results to
full scale dimensions and simulate processes like
atmospheric distribution, which cannot be studied
analytically or experimentally.
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Figure 1: Schematic of flue gas path

ATMOSPHERIC DISTRIBUTION

The atmospheric distribution is a combination
of droplets drift and evaporation. This distribution
is simulated with Fluent under typical ambient
conditions. The conclusions from this study are:

1. Droplets smaller then 0.05 mm completely
evaporate, therefore IEC aim is to avoid
discharge of larger droplets.
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2. Droplets smaller then 0.35 mm in
diameter are acceptable, because they land
more then 1 km away from the stack.

3. Droplets emitted from mist eliminators
should be limited to 0.05 mm in diameter.
In the worst case for droplets growth due
to condensation, these 0.05 mm diameter
droplets reach 0.344 mm diameter by the
time they exit the stack.

Figure 2 shows atmospheric distribution of 0.15
mm droplets. By using the stack 250 meter height
to scale the distribution, one can see droplets
landing distance over 2 km from the stack. Also,
one can observe that most of the droplets evaporate
or drift out the computational domain (2.5 km).
The minimum landing distance for several droplets
diameters is presented in table 1.

Figure 2: Distribution of 0.15 mm droplets.

Table 1: minimum landing distance.
Droplets

diameter [mm]
0.05
0.15
0.35
> 1.7

Minimum landing
distance |m]

-
2150
1040
115

Remarks

evaporate

film shear

DROPLETS DRIFT AND DEPOSITION

At the stack liner the drift of a few milimetric
sized droplets is possible [2]. These large droplets
are distorted by the gas drag, and lose their
spherical shape [2,3]. Ishii et. Al's correlation [3]
predict droplet diameter of 1.7 mm as the
distortion limit at the stack conditions. Therefore,
droplets smaller then 1.7 mm drift like spherical
ones, but larger droplets are distorted. Distorted
droplets drift velocity is asymptotic and
independent of droplet diameter. The droplets drift
was simulated by Fluent, in order to obtain input
for atmospheric distribution of the droplets.

Beside condensation, droplets deposition is a
major cause of liquid accumulation over the stack
liner. There are three types of deposition:
turbulent, centrifugal, and gravitational. The last
two types appear at the stack entrance, (the path

from the FGD mist eliminators to the vertical
linear lower quarter).

At the stack entrance there is a drift of droplets
from the mist eliminators and deposition.
According to manufacturer's data, these droplets
have diameters around 0.05 mm; therefore they are
assumed to be completely spherical [3]. CFD
simulation of these droplets drift from the mist
eliminators through the duct to the stack vertical
liner (Fig. 1) was performed. The centrifugal and
gravitational depositions also included. Parallel to
the CFD study, an experimental study with stack
entrance model is carried out at DynaFlow Systems
laboratories.

Results of the CFD and experimental studies
indicate that there is no gravitational deposition of
droplets which were carried over from the mist
eliminators (usually droplets diameter is less then
0.05 mm but the studies include droplets of 0.25
mm diameter). On the other hand the centrifugal
deposition is important. We obtain liquid
accumulation on the liner, opposite to the duct
breeching (Fig. 1) and on the duct ceiling, above
the mist eliminators. For the sake of brevity the
CFD study results were omitted here but will be
elaborated during the lecture.

The turbulent deposition takes place on the
vertical liner. This deposition is currently under
experimental study at DynaFlow Systems. Interim
results indicate that most of the droplets with
diameter of a few dozen micrometer are deposited
on the liner surface. This results are consistent
with the correlation of MaCoy, et al. [3].

CONDENSATION

The main source for liquid water in the stack is
condensation. While less then 0.15 kg per second
of droplets are carried from the FGD mist
eliminator, 8.13 kg per second are condensed on
every liner. This huge amount of water is
condensed in two different condensation processes,
bulk, and surface condensation.

In order to find out the condensation rate we
calculate the dew point of the flue gas at the stack
edge. The outcome of this calculation is that every
kg of the flue gas is able to contain 0.0888 kg of
water vapor. According to data supplied by the
FGD manufacturer the flue gas contains 0.0996 kg
of water vapor, and less than 0.0002 kg of droplets,
when it leaves the FGD mist eliminators.

By calculating the heat flux over the liner and
dividing by the condensation heat of water, we
approximate the condensation rate as 0.6 kg per
second, at ambient temperature of 5 °C.

The small rate of condensation due to heat
transfer shows that bulk condensation is the major
liquid formation process (approximately 7.5 kg per
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second). In bulk condensation, the liquid forms
around condensation sites, droplets, ash and
limestone particles. During this condensation, the
latent heat from the vapor is absorbed in the gas.
The fact that there is no heat transfer from the gas
during this condensation process causes it to be
named "adiabatic condensation".

GAS AND LIQUID LAYER INTERACTION

The liquid layer flow and the shear of droplets
are complicated phenomena. These phenomena
occur at the viscous sublayer of the boundary layer
and are sensitive to small changes of the surface
geometry, such as weld beads. Therefore, an
experimental study is the efficient way to study
these coupled phenomena. This is currently under
way at DynaFlow System laboratories. Interim
results regarding the choke and the stack entrance
are available. The experimental study finds the
choke (Fig. 1) configuration satisfactory, although
the location of the lower choke liquid collector is
unfavorable. It is recommended to move it to the
base of the choke.

The last conclusion is backed up by a CFD
model of the gas flow in the choke. This CFD
model helps IEC to optimize the lower collector
location, 80 cm below the cone base. For the sake
of brevity, the CFD optimization is omitted here
and will be expanded during the lecture.

The major conclusion from the stack entrance
experimental study was that the observed and
measured gas velocity distributions are not
favorable for wet operation. The gas flow
concentrates at the higher part of the duct and on
the liner side opposite the breeching. In both
locations there is very high gas velocity near the
wall. Therefore, liquid film, that flows down the
liner on the side opposite the breeching, is exposed
to gas flow at very high velocity (above 30 m/s).
This high velocity reverses the liquid flow upward
and may tear droplets from the liquid layer. This
conclusion was also obtained from the CFD model.
There is very good agreement between the
experimental study and the CFD model, as shown
in Figs. 3a and 3b. In order to improve the gas flow
distribution, DynaFlow Systems recommended IEC
to install guiding vanes at the 90° elbow above the
absorber outlet. Another improvement is to install
a liquid collector 20 meters above the breeching
aiming to collect the downward flow of liquid,
before it is exposed to a very high gas velocity. All
these improvements are currently under
experimental and CFD optimization.

The interaction between the gas flow and the
liquid layer on the vertical liner surface is currently
under experimental study. Due to a former
experimental study [2] and analytical model of

laminar film flow, droplets shear or liquid flow
upward in the vertical liner are not expected.

Figure 3a: Experimental stream lines at stack inlet.

Figure 3b: CFD stream lines at stack inlet.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Various methods were used by IEC to estimate
the influence of two-phase flow and associated
phenomena on the liquid discharge. Each
phenomenon was investigated with the suitable
tool (experimental, CFD, or analytical model).

The study found IEC basic stack configuration
satisfactory, although some refinement and minor
changes in the stack inner structure are required.
These changes are currently under experimental
study, backed up with CFD simulation, in order to
ensure the validity of the stack configuration.
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